


Color, shape and space, textures, rhythm and flow: Some key elements that I organize in order to materialize ephemeral atmospheres.

I often employ earlier works as materials to make new ones of different dimension and form. 
For example I cut out elements of an installation in space and attach them in a three-dimensional collage (assemblage) or I connect fragments 
of paintings to make a sculpture. 

The studio as a site-specific part of the art works is netting them all in a state of constant process. 



Flow, adhesive tapes on transparent paper, liquid plastic, 170 x 190 cm, 2019



We inhabit each other installation view, Wild Spoerri Rosenstein exhibition, Hotel am Brillantengrund, 2019, Vienna



Routes, adhesive tapes on transparent paper, liquid plastic, 110 x 90 cm, 2019



 Neue Wiener Ernsthaftigkeit exhibition view, Semperdepot, 2019, Vienna



Paradise found, adhesive tapes on transparent paper, varnish, 260 x 180 cm, 2018



Die Wirklichkeit ist nur ein Teil des Möglichen installation view, FWP, 2019, Vienna



840 hand-painted catalogue covers for the 20 years anniversary edition of low firm FWP - acrylics, markers, thin-liners, tapes, varnish. glue, 2019, Vienna



Untitled, adhesive tapes on transparent paper, glossy varnish, (left) 60 x 67 cm / 67 x 142 cm, 2018



Memory Room, adhesive tapes on transparent paper, varnish,  260 x 160 cm, 2018



Stück für Stück exhibition view, Domenig Galerie in der Ankerbrot, 2019, Vienna

The adhesive tape is a material that interests me the last years with 
its potentiality. 
I see tapes as color units, as lines and occasionally as colors out of 
a tube. 
Certainly tube colors are liquid and tapes aren’t, but I intend to 
make them behave as if they were. 
The colors of tapes available in the industry are quite hard and 
basic; another challenge for me: to adjust them to my personal pallet.
 
A sort of battle between uniqueness and predetermined systems.  

I am fond of applying the tapes on transparent paper. 
Afterwards, I stretch - to its limit - the paper on a thick wooden frame; 
for this helps the liquid plastification process.
When the work is finally dry the paper is so tensed that can produce 
a drum sound. 
Although the work does not claim to be an instrument, this vibrating 
detail adds to the entire experiencing of it. 



I AM SPOILED BY YOU exhibition views, Periscope, 2019



Adhesive tapes on transparent paper, 340 x 140 cm, 2017, THE GRAND TOUR SHOW, Kvaka 22, Belgrade



A Friday spring afternoon on earth, adhesive tapes on transparent paper pasted on wooden frame, varnish, 92 x 100 cm, 2018



Site-specific-double-side-glass-window-installation, adhesive tapes, transparent paper, 280 x 230 cm, Improper walls gallery, Vienna, 2017



I love you powder pink, adhesive tapes on transparent paper, liquid plastic, 30 x 40 cm, 2019



Untitled, adhesive tapes on transparen paper, glossy varnish, 174 x 164 cm, 2018



Forest, adhesive tapes on transparent paper, varnish, 160 x 180 cm, 2017



We saw light and we came in exhibition views, curated and performed by Mario Strk & Andrej Polukord, Galerie Uberall, Athens, 2017



I am also looked by the clock, adhesive tapes on transparent paper pasted on wooden frame, 30 x 30 xm, 2018



A Monday morning on earth, adhesive tapes on transparent paper pasted on wooden frame varnish, 101 x 135 cm, 2018



The exit is usually where the entrance was, adhesive tapes on canvas, varnish, 150 x 47cm, 2018, triptych- permanent exhibition, Library of Akbild, Vienna



Performative costume, adhesive tapes, 100 x 126 cm, 2018



When everything has to be right, something isn’t, adhesive tapes on transparent paper, matte varnish, 192 x 120 cm, 2018



Paradise views series, watercolors on cotton paper, 36 x 26 cm, 2018



White-tree forest, watercolors and inks on canvas, 147 x 146 cm, 2018



If it takes forever, I will wait for you, oil on canvas, 109 x 89 cm, 2017



Views (serie), oil on canvas, 20 x 20 cm, 2017 - 2018



Atmosphere, oil on canvas, 160 x 144 cm, 2018



Harbor, seen for the first time on a summer morning (serie), oil on cardboard, 27 x 24, 36 x 38 cm (from left),  Asfa Residency project in Hydra island, 2011



Someone is swimming in a pool, adhesive tapes and oil on canvas, 70 x 100, 2017 Umbrellas, oil and adhesive tapes on canvas, 120 x 80 cm, 2017



Meanwhile, life goes on, adhesive tapes on transparent paper, glue, 60 x 60 cm, 2019



Bathers, adhesive tapes on transparent paper, glue, 30 x 30 cm, 2019



Assemblage, wood, cardboard, paper, oil colours, adhesive tapes, 140 x 107 cm, A fly in the milk exhibition, Library of Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna, 2017



0952 with fish, oil on cardboard pasted on wood, 33 x 29 cm, 2013  



Assemblage, (from left), oil on wood, 27 x 23 cm. 2018 / Remembrance of salt (serie), canvas pasted on wood, 39 x 20 cm. 2018



Assemblage, oil on cardboard pasted on wood, 29 x 26 cm, 2018      



Inner landscape assemblage serie, (from left), 40 x 40 cm, 20 x 20 cm, oil on wood, 2017 - 18



Chronofague,  fibreboard, oil colours, 400 x 160 cm,  2016, Gallery So Weit die Zukunft [SWDZ]



State of Garden, iron, wool threads,  120 x 110 x 55 cm, Agathi Kartalos Gallery, Athens. 2017, (right) detail 



Marzipan und Wäscheleine installation view, Academy of Fine Arts, 2017, Vienna



Neue Wiener Ernsthaftigkeit exhibition view, Semperdepot, 2019, Vienna

Sculpture, wood, 160 x 160 x 140 cm, 2019



Anamesa, wood, fibreboard, oil colours, 400 x 430 cm, 2014, Albrechtsfeld residency project, Bäckerstrasse4 Gallery, Vienna



Group exhibition of myselves (installation view), 180sq.m., metal, wood, plastic, cardboard, paper, oil color, off-space, Athens 2016



Group exhibition of myselves (installation view), 180sq.m., metal, wood, plastic, cardboard, paper, oil color, off-space, Athens 2016



Paper room, installation view, oil on hard cardboard, 400 x 340 cm, Greenwich Center Ekaterinburg, 2014



 Mnemonic installation view , cardboard painted by oil colors, 1300 x 160 cm, Hallway Gallery, Vienna,  2013



Anthia’s work is as rough as it is poetic; her shapes are as contemporary as they are archaic.

There is a great complexity to it and still it allows immediate access. The shapes themselves are quite different from each other and give way to many references.

Some shapes are completely abstract and associated to a cubist, constructivist heritage. Others again seem to evoke classic forms, similar to Greek meander 

shapes or volutes. Hence the first layer of complexity lies in the shapes of the single cardboard elements. But the elements are randomly combined with one 

another and extend into space. Therefore one element is differently perceivable from various standpoints. This adds a great deal to the visual experience of the 

work. At this point we distinguished several shapes and recognized diverse perspectives of the single elements, but the combination of these elements in a jun-

gle-like installation puts them also in reaction to one another. This makes for an uncountable number of compositions one can frame while walking through the 

installation (and its magnificent shadow play). However new this experience of painting is, for whatever reason it does not feel alien at all. The single elements 

are all retrievable in art previously experienced sure. However, I dare to point at a greater dimension of familiarity which might be linked to the way the work is 

made. Namely intuitively. More like an internal search for a language.

This is hinted at in the title of the exhibition ‘mnemonic’. The Greek word for memory points at this intuitive way of finding forms within oneself, in one’s memory. 

But it also alludes to a sort of ‘Unform’. Mnemosyne, goddess of ‘memory’ was the daughter of Uranus, god of the Heavens and fish ruler over the universe and 

Gaia, goddess of the Earth one of the first ones to emerge from the ‘Chaos’. Aby Warburg (1866-1929), who established iconography as a scientific category of 

art history, called his image bank ‘mnemosyne atlas’. It was a collection of images tracing the symbols and forms of ancient Greek handed down through history 

until the Renaissance creating a whole tight-woven web of references and similarities.

The single elements of Anthia’s installations are roughly and quickly cut on the floor from grey cardboard with a Stanley knife, the knife deciding the form while 

cutting. Already then, certain incisions are made for other elements to fit through although the final shape is not yet decided on. Hence, occasionally, incisions 

are also made on the hanging structure when it seems necessary.

At the stage of being cut, the cardboard is already pre-touched. The actual act of painting takes place when composition is fixed in space. The sculptural prepa-

ration of the work is done on a flat surface. The painterly movement of it, is executed in space. This is maybe due to Anthia’s first successful career as a fashion 

designer. Her mind easily depicts flat shapes in the third dimension.

The hanging structures need to be gently held while they are painted on. Of course this seems much like painting on an easel. But there is no support, there is no 

easel. This shaky state of the to-be painted-surface defines the ‘brushstroke’, the ductus of the hand. In this detail lies the fragile and poetic character of the work.

Victoria Dejaco - curator / founder of Hallway gallery 

Text for the exhibition “Mnemonic”      
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2016 Group exhibition of my selves, diploma exhibition, off-space opposite of School of Fine Arts, Athens, GR
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         The Grand Tour Show, curated by Jelena Micic & Zarko Alexic, Kvaka 22, Belgrade, RS
         Exhibition of Greek National Bank & Insurances Art prize Competition, StoArt Korai Gallery, Athens, GR
         A fly in the milk,    Library of Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna, AT   
         Marzipan und Wäscheleine, Akbild, Vienna, AT
         On Tour, Y.A.M.A. (Young Association of Modern Art), Milan / Turin, IT
         We saw light and we came in, curated by Andrej Polukord & Mario Strk, Galerie Uberall, Athens, GR 
2016 Friends, Curator’s apartment, part of WAS Biennale, curated by Alex Kei & Elena Mironova, Ekaterinburg, RU
         Rigid Splinter, So Weit, die Zukunft [SWDZ], curated by Kasper Møller Christiansen, Vienna, AT
         Abstrakt 15/16, Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna, AT
         viennacontemporary, curated by Andrej Polukord & Mario Strk, Galerie Uberall, Vienna, AT
2015 At the same time, Art UnAnchored Festival, curated by Georgij Melnikov, on board MS Stadt Wien, Vienna, AT
         Ecumena, (environmental installation with Anna Khodorkovskaya and Jelena Micic), Atelier Suterena, Vienna, AT
         Charity Art Market, curated by Anna Khodorkovskaya, O.T. gallery, Vienna, AT
         Art Prize Laguna 2015 - Finalist Artists Exhibit, Arsenale, Venice, IT
         3 artists exhibit, curated by Yannos Kostantinou, Stathmi Gallery, Lefkosia, CY
         Across the white, (costume design for performative installation of F. Futtercknecht), Im Ersten gallery, Vienna, AT
         Albrechtsfeld Project, curated by Lara Starhemberg, Bäckerstrasse4 Gallery, Vienna, AT
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